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Author's response to reviews:

Cover letter for formatting changes.

I have revised and formatted the changes you have required.

I accept the format of the revised most recent version of my manuscript. I also accept the format of figure 1 and figure 2.

Major revisions.

References: I have revised the references and they are all in numerical order.
Tables: I have placed table 1 and table 2 following the references. I am not sure whether I have formatted them correctly?

Minor revisions:

Highlighting: All highlighting are removed from the manuscript
Title: Is changed to “The perceptions of Danish physiotherapists on the ethical issues related to the physiotherapist-patient relationship during the first session: a phenomenological approach”
Qualifications: Author’s qualifications and job titles are removed from both the manuscript and the submissions system.
Introduction is changed to background
Table placement text has been removed
Acknowledgements now follows “Authors contributions” as required

Keywords has been removed.

Best regards
Jeanette Praestegaard